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MYSTIQUE
YOU ARE THE RAREST 

BREED OF BRAND.

YOU DRAW IN YOUR AUDIENCE, 
MAKING THEM CURIOUS TO LEARN

MORE, CAPTIVATING THEIR ATTENTION. 
MYSTIQUE BRANDS MAKE US 

COME TO THEM.

Instead of jumping up and down for attention, Mystique
watches and waits, knowing that some things are better left

unsaid. Brands that use Mystique communicate selectively. You
reveal information bit by bit. You listen first, take the time to
think things through, then speak when ready. Mystique is a

magnet that draws us forward.

YOUR BRAND PROFILE    
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 � Brand Defined: Mystique

 � Five Adjectives That Matter

 � How Brands Use Mystique

 � How Mystique Fascinates

 � More Fascinating Facts About  
 Mystique

IN THIS PROFILE
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BRAND DEFINED

Fascination is black magic, mesmerizing your audience, 
capturing its attention as through hypnosis — in some 
cases, literally. We’re fascinated by Mystique because of 

our natural desire to fill in missing information. If there’s 
a question, we want an answer. “What happens next? 
How will the story end?” Maybe you’ll get the answer. 

Or, maybe not. Mystique makes us seek out the answers. 
And we love to seek answers.

Your Mystique brand was born to be fascinating.
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“THE MOST BEAUTIFUL THING WE CAN 
EXPERIENCE IS THE MYSTERIOUS.”

ALBERT EINSTEIN

Mystique fascinates with intellectual curiosity. Mystique 
reveals less than expected. It provokes questions. Mystique 
brands know when to talk, and when to be quiet. You watch 
and listen, rather than dominate the conversation. You 
maintain confidentiality. You intrigue. If your primary mode 
of communication is Mystique, you excel at influencing how 
your customers listen.

EXAMPLES OF MYSTIQUE BRANDS

p
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Can a single word matter? Yes, when it differentiates your 
company in the marketplace. Your marketing copy should be 
as original as everything else about you. These five words can 
unlock your point of difference and your value in the minds 
of your customers or clients.

YOUR MYSTIQUE BRAND IS:
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OBSERVANT CALCULATED

PRIVATE

CURIOSITY PROVOKING SUBSTANTIVE
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THESE ARE YOUR ADJECTIVES, 
DON'T JUST HAVE THESE 

QUALITIES – USE THESE WORDS.

Let’s say your brand is a spa with a select clientele. On your 
website you write:

“We are often asked to reveal our clients and our methods. 
As you might surmise, we will not. We are observant of the 
needs of our clients, private in all things, substantive in our 
techniques and calculated in achieving results. If you find us 
curiosity-provoking, we ask you to refrain from gossip.”

We’re going to give you some examples so you can 
understand how powerful a tool these five words are:

Example 1

Example 2

Perhaps you are in the leadership group at an engineering 
company that is a military equipment manufacturer. And 
you are creating brochures for an expo:

“At Terador we provide substantive solutions for our troops 
on the ground.This requires an observant and calculated 
approach to design, engineering and manufacturing. And it 
requires a private and confidential client relationship. We do 
not exhibit our products at events that are open to the public. We 
do not offer tours of our facility. This is curiosity-provoking, 
we understand. But it is necessary for the safety of our troops. 
Thank you for your interest.”
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Example 3

Let’s say you are a Mystique brand that is an invitation only 
dinner club and you are creating a website:

“We are observant enough to know that you have Googled 
us to see if we exist. And you have landed here, proof that we 
are indeed substantive. This site is calculated, you know. 
A curiosity-provoking display to further tantalize you with 
something you cannot have. We are private. We will find you 
if you are on our list to be found.”

Fascinating Fact:

Technology firms are six times more likely to use Mystique than
marketing firms are.

p
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HOW BRANDS USE

MYSTIQUE
ADVANTAGE IN MARKETING

Mystique brands use these four pillars to support 
every action in their business and marketing:

1. PROTECT INFORMATION.
2. SPARK CURIOSITY.
3. ASK QUESTIONS BEFORE GIVING   
 ANSWERS.
4. BUILD MYTHOLOGY.

Develop messages that consistently deliver at least three of 
these four pillars. Before you send that email, or publish that 
ad, check back with these four pillars. If you don’t have three 
out of four, push your ideas further in order to speak the 
language of leadership.

INSTEAD OF JUMPING UP AND DOWN 
AND SHOUTING FOR ATTENTION, 

MYSTIQUE IS MORE SUBTLE.
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PROTECT INFORMATION.

There’s “poker,” the game you play around a kitchen table with buddies. And then . . . 
there’s poker. The kind without quotation marks. The real kind, at tournaments, in 
Vegas or Monaco. The win-it-or-lose-it kind. What’s the difference between these two 
versions of poker?

At the highest level of play, poker is not a game of luck, or skill, or experience, or 
statistics, or even the cards. At the highest level of play, poker is an intimate 
understanding of human nature, and the secrets of Mystique. 

Limiting information can be a valuable tactic for any professional. For some, it’s a 
full-time pursuit. Jeff “Happy” Shulman is an expert in Mystique — and a world-class 
poker player. To achieve his impressive winnings, he’s spent much of his life mastering 
Mystique, and observing rather than telling.

The Invisibility Cloak

Mystique can act like a stealth tool, allowing you to selectively fly under the radar. 
It’s like Harry Potter’s invisibility cloak, allowing the wearer to move around without 
being noticed. You might use mystique if you don’t want the competition to be sorting 
through which patents you’ve filed, or what proprietary intellectual property you keep 
hidden in the vault. You might want to keep a low profile during a time of controversy, 
or while beta-testing a new system.

But more likely, you’ll apply this form of witchcraft as a visibility cloak instead, 
wrapping your brand in fascination.

Pillar No. 1
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SPARK CURIOSITY.

David Copperfield is a modern-day Houdini, spellbinding audiences with feats such as 
making the Statue of Liberty disappear into thin air. In one of his most famous tricks,
Copperfield floats acrobatically across a stage, suspended in midair, almost daring 
audience members to disbelieve. And yet the audience members do believe — unless 
they have read US Patent 5354238, which details how the trick is performed.

The magic trick ceases to fascinate once the audience knows how the white rabbit 
appears from the black hat.

Intriguing people and products make us curious to learn more. When a brand 
spellbinds us with Mystique, we might ask friends about it to hear their experiences, 
research it online, read product manuals, spend time learning about its history and 
process, and spend time in the store. If we’re deeply fascinated by a brand, we go out 
of our way to learn insider tips, or travel to a conference where it’s featured.

If you fascinate your audience with mystique, they’ll want more information. Reveal 
that information very carefully, if at all. Show a glimpse without giving away the 
money shot. When information isn’t available, people become curious. Topics that 
spark our curiosity become discussed, debated, and dissected, often without ever 
being understood. We wait breathlessly during cliff-hangers and suspense thrillers. 
We wonder about conspiracy theories and unsolved mysteries: The Shroud of Turin. 
Area 51. From the Bermuda Triangle to crop circles, we’re obsessed with certain 
phenomena specifically because we can’t explain them.

The Attraction of Anticipation

As a motivator, anticipation is stronger than fulfillment.

If customers aren’t returning to your website, or if millenials are bored by your same 
old story, it might be time to take a step back and build intrigue. Sometimes the chase 
really can be more exciting than the prize.

Pillar No. 2
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Don’t Kiss and Tell

Too much information is, well, TMI.

Confidentiality is rare. We’re living in a time of kiss-and-tell and tell-alls. A time when 
celebrities race to the tabloids to announce their own exposés. When companies confess 
to problems before the bloggers expose them. And then there’s the Internet, which 
leaves little to the imagination.

Successfully mysterious people and groups limit access. They maintain control by 
making people feel special to be “on the inside.” When people feel that they’re part 
of a select few, they’re more committed. And they make all those people on the outside 
want to get inside, to see what all the fuss is about.

Surprises, Suspense, and Spoiler Alerts

How much is a surprise worth? Some brands can charge more for ordinary products 
simply because they build a surprise into the purchase experience. By heightening a
delicious sense of anticipation and suspense, these brands don’t spellbind by spelling 
out every detail, but rather, by eliminating certain details entirely.

“Would you like Whatever or Anything?”

When we buy certain products, we’re actually paying for something else entirely 
Imagine buying a can of soda, and having no idea what it will taste like. Only after that 
first swig will you find out what you’re actually drinking. Open a can of Whatever, and 
you’ll soon discover whether you’re sipping grape tea, chrysanthemum tea, or one of 
the other four flavors. Pop open a can of Anything to find out if you’ll be drinking cola, 
apple soda, or root beer.*

A Box of Mystique

What makes Loot Crate so fascinating isn’t what’s inside the box, but moment of 
opening the box. “Unboxing” is the trend of unpacking new products on video.
Loot Crate might seem like a loony premise. Each month the company sends 
subscribers a box of gaming and geek gear, anything from T-shirts to comic books. 
The exact contents are a surprise. To heighten Mystique, Loot Crate teases consumers 
by releasing videos of people unboxing the upcoming month’s package. The brand 
creates an experience that keeps people hooked. (Fair warning: if you don’t want to 
know what’s inside your next monthly shipment from Loot Crate, you’d better watch 
out for spoiler alerts!)
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ASK QUESTIONS BEFORE GIVING ANSWERS.

Instead of giving generic information, mystique brands begin by asking questions. 
Here’s how one company used questions to drive sales:

Victoria’s Secret makes lingerie seem sexy and simple. In reality, that’s not always the 
case. Which bra actually fits? Every woman is shaped differently (and few are shaped 
like a lingerie model). For many women, bra fitting is a major pain point in the 
process of buying a new bra, because getting measured can be complicated and even 
embarrassing. To avoid the process of finding a bra that fits, women often just keep 
wearing ones that don’t fit at all. How could a company make the experience more 
private, and more simple?

True & Co. took the bra-fitting experience online by asking questions. Lots of 
questions. The company identified six thousand different body types and designed a 
questionnaire that pinpointed the ideal fit. The brand listened, and women responded, 
generating $22 million in sales. By asking questions, and offering privacy, this startup 
got people involved (and buying). 

The Forty-Eight-Hour Wait

Years ago, when I first released the Fascination Test for individuals, each profile was 
painstakingly hand-finished by our heroic designer. Each Profile took hours of labor. 
As a result, customers had to wait two days from the time they took the assessment to 
the time they received their results.

Frankly, I was a bit worried that this delay would make people impatient, or even 
dissatisfied. Yet that wasn’t the case. During that forty-eight hours, curiosity grew, 
and by the time people received their results, they couldn’t wait to read them.

Too often, marketers rush in and smother consumers. Instead of a high-pressure pitch, 
what if you used a lowpressure (or anti-pressure) approach? Consider backing off a 
little. Pull customers in, rather than pushing them to buy. Build an anticipation gap.

Pillar No. 3
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BUILD MYTHOLOGY.

“Mythology” is the collection of stories, traditions, and beliefs belonging to a particular 
group or event. It can be strategically fostered, or it may just naturally build over time.
What’s the story behind your brand? Instead of spelling everything out in your 
marketing, what if you let people draw their own conclusions, and draw on your 
stories? Mythology is bewitching.

Private Passwords and Hidden Hideaways

Trendy nightclubs have a velvet rope outside to limit access and build anticipation. 
Even better, you can build new marketing ideas around old mythology.

The Alchemy bar in Tallahassee operates like a Prohibition speakeasy. The entrance is 
hidden past a storefront of blacked-out windows. Even if you can find the location, you
can’t enter unless you know the secret password and whisper it to the correct doorman. 
When it’s time to exit, you’ll have to find the hidden doorway inside the bookcase. Are 
the drinks better than other bars in town? Perhaps. Yet this bar doesn’t compete on the 
usual terms. Instead, it spellbinds customers by turning an ordinary experience into a
forbidden, thrilling game.

Think of your own brand. Can you offer certain people a secret password, or a private 
entrance? Once, I invited a small group of successful entrepreneurs to a private, 
insiders-only product launch. In order to learn about the product, prospective buyers 
had to sign an NDA. I didn’t realize it at the time, but signing that NDA made the 
experience far more desirable for the invitees. What if your clients or customers had to 
sign an NDA before purchase?

Pillar No. 4
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Pop Rocks, Bull Testicles, and the Mysterious 33

With the mythology of mystique, you can build a memorable storyline around 
otherwise boring products and services. Rolling Rock beer has the number “33” 
on the bottle (supposedly for the year Prohibition was repealed). Dr. Pepper’s 
original bottle featured the numbers “10-2-4” (supposedly for the three main 
pick-me-up times of day). Other brands build mythology through a fictitious 
history, such as Bartles & Jaymes, which built a campaign around the idea that 
wine coolers were dreamed up by two old guys on a porch.

Legend has it that Pop Rocks are lethal if mixed with Coke. Green M&Ms are an 
aphrodisiac. And Red Bull lists “taurine” as an ingredient, which is reportedly made 
with either bull urine or bull testicles, depending on which urban myth you believe.

What story can you tell about your brand’s background, culture, or products? What 
hidden pieces of background could become your orange ticket? Whether you’re an 
old or new brand, you can draw on mythology, as long as you present it in a new way.

SHARE THIS:

https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text=4%20ways%20my%20Innovation%20brand%20can%20%23fascinate.%20Get%20your%20profile%20http%3A%2F%2Fbit.ly%2F1WVawGU%20%40SallyHogshead&original_referer=https://clicktotweet.com&related=tweetdripapp
https://www.facebook.com/login.php?skip_api_login=1&api_key=966242223397117&signed_next=1&next=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fsharer%2Fsharer.php%3Fu%3Dhttp%253A%252F%252Fwww.brandfascination.com%252F&cancel_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.facebook.com%2Fdialog%2Fclose_window%2F%3Fapp_id%3D966242223397117%26connect%3D0%23_%3D_&display=popup&locale=en_US
https://www.linkedin.com/uas/login?session_redirect=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.linkedin.com%2FshareArticle%3Furl%3Dhttp%3A%2F%2Fbit.ly%2F1WVawGU%26mini%3Dtrue%26title%3DMy%2520brand%2527s%2520FOUR%2520PILLARS%2520guide%2520how%2520my%2520brand%2527s%2520fascination%2520guides%2520our%2520marketing%2520and%2520business%2520strategies.%2520Get%2520your%2520FOUR%2520PILLARS%2520here%2520with%2520the%2520Brand%2520Fascination%2520assessment%253A%2520http%253A%2F%2Fbrandfascination.com%2F
mailto:?subject=&body=My%20brand's%20FOUR%20PILLARS%20guide%20how%20my%20brand's%20fascination%20guides%20our%20marketing%20and%20business%20strategies.%20Get%20your%20FOUR%20PILLARS%20here%20with%20the%20Brand%20Fascination%20assessment%3A%20http%3A//brandfascination.com
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MYSTIQUE IS... MYSTIQUE IS NOT...

✓ Knowing what to leave out of the     
    conversation

✓ Watching intently

✓ Enticing others to listen

✗ Superficial chitchat and banter

✗ Communicating emotionally

✗ Pushing a hard sale

p
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HOW

MYSTIQUE
FASCINATES

WHY IT’S IMPORTANT TO EXPRESS YOUR 
MYSTIQUE ADVANTAGE

Eye-catching enough to get noticed, yet complex enough to stay
interesting. Open enough to start the conversation, yet elusive 
enough to leave you with questions. Mystique offers just enough, 
but not too much. It filters what it communicates, editing ideas and 
opinions, choosing what to reveal and what not to share.

Fascinating Fact:

Male consumers are 30% more likely to respond to Mystique 
than women are.

p
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MYSTIQUE

Watch-out for MYSTIQUE: 
These brands can become so subtle that are not even 

noticed in a noisy marketplace.
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WHAT'S NEXT?
FIND OUT WHAT MAKES YOU FASCINATING.

Now that you know what makes your Brand fascinating,
discover what makes your personality impossible to resist. 
Sally Hogshead developed the Fascinate test by using her 
experience in branding to reveal How the World Sees YOU®. 
Join over a million others who are using their Fascinate 
profiles to improve their communication and make 
memorable impressions everyday.

p

https://www.howtofascinate.com/store/fascination-advantage-assessment
https://www.howtofascinate.com/store/fascination-advantage-assessment
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THE LEGAL STUFF… we’ll keep this quick for hyperefficiency!
No amendments, alterations or changes may be made to this document or the underlying Fascinate® Test without first 
obtaining the express written permission of How To Fascinate or Sally Hogshead.

Fascination Advantage®, Discover How The World Sees You®, and How To Fascinate® are registered trademarks of 
How To Fascinate and/or Sally Hogshead. One-Hour Personal Brand, Ultimate Personal Brand, each of the 7 Fascination 
Advantages, and the 49 Fascination Advantage® Archetypes are trademarks of How To Fascinate and/or Sally Hogshead. 
All other trademarks and copyrights are property of their respective owners.

Copyright ©2022 How To Fascinate® and Sally Hogshead. All Rights Reserved. Reproduction is prohibited without express 
permission of How To Fascinate or Sally Hogshead.
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